
n 1921 James Crawford Angel, barnstorming pilot and all

round adventurer, walked into a bar in Panama City. This in

itself was not unusual. Jimmy Angel enjoyed a drink as much

as the next man. What was unusual was what happened next.

At the other end of the bar was a man by the name of JR McCraken.

An ageing Alaskan geologist and prospector, McCraken was quite

a character himself. It wasn’t long before the two men were talking.

As Angel discovered, McCraken wasn’t in Panama

for a holiday. He’d heard of a place in Venezuela where

gold was said to lay in nuggets on the ground. The only

problem was, McCraken explained, the place

was remote; very remote. It was on top of a

massive table-mountain or tepui, to use the local

Indian word, and the only way to get there was

by plane. What McCraken was looking for was a pilot

who could fly him to Venezuela and land on the tepui.

Angel leaned in. He could sense an adventure.

And some good money too. He told McCraken

he was an ex World War 1 fighter pilot, had flown with

Charles Lindbergh in a flying circus and was renowned for

his ability to land a plane ‘on a dime’, as he put it.

McCraken was impressed. So much so he asked Angel what it

would cost to fly him to the tepui. Angel imagined a huge amount,

doubled it just to be sure, and said “$5000”. Without blinking

McCraken paid him a third in cash on the spot and ordered a

round of drinks to mark the occasion.

It’s quite possible he ordered Chivas Regal. First blended

at the turn of the century it had quickly become a favourite

drink among Americans. At a time when fortunes were

built in a few years and everything seemed possible,

the smooth, generous taste of Chivas Regal was one part

of the old world even the most adventurous and optimistic

new world Americans didn’t want to leave behind.

McCraken gave Angel the rest of the money the next day.

Angel promptly bought a plane and a few days later the two men

were on their way.

True to form, Angel trusted dumb luck and flew south. The fact

that he didn’t know exactly where he was going was of

minor concern. After all, he had a new plane and some serious

money in his pocket.

In a few days they reached Ciudad Bolivar in Venezuela on the

banks of the Orinoco River, where they rested and refueled.

A day or two later they set out to find the gold.

McCraken, so the story goes, followed his nose. He directed

Angel by telling him to “Go over there.” “Lower please.”

 Eventually, somehow, he saw what he was looking

for and told Angel to land on top of one

of the many tepui that rise from the

Guayana Highlands.

Angel kept his end of the bargain by

expertly landing the plane in limited space

over uneven terrain. McCraken likewise,

delivered. When the two of them got out

they found gold nuggets by the handful.

Angel couldn’t believe it. Even McCraken was amazed. They had

found the legendary El Dorado, or something very like it anyway.

Their wide-eyed delight, was

cut short though.They had

to get back to Ciudad Bolivar

by nightfall. So they loaded

up with a mere 75 pounds

of gold and headed off.

But McCraken was an old

man in bad health. Almost

as soon as he got back to

Ciudad Bolivar he fell sick.

He died a few weeks later.

It was as if having realised

his dream his body simply

gave out on him.

Not surprisingly, Angel was

desperate to return to the

golden tepui. When you’ve

seen gold nuggets lying on

the ground and held them

in your hands you don’t

let a small thing like the

death of the only man who

knows how to get there hold

you back.

For years Angel searched. Expedition after exepedition failed to

find the golden tepui. Then, in 1937, he landed with his wife and,

bizarrely, a nightclub owner from Arizona, on the tepui known

to the local Pemón Indians as Auyantepui, or Devil’s Mountain.

With a massive surface area of some 700 square kilometers,

Auyantepui is the largest in the Guayana Highlands and,

as Angel and his companions were about to discover, it is also

the tepui from which the world’s highest waterfall flows.

A majestic waterfall the Auyantepui had; gold it did not. Worse

still, Angel’s damaged plane became bogged and the three were

forced to walk out. In the end it took them eleven days to trek

through virgin terrain to the edge of the

tepui, descend over a kilometre of almost

vertical cliff and hack their way through

thick jungle back to civilization. Along the

way they became the first people in recorded

history to see what would become known

as Angel Falls (named after Jimmy Angel

himself) from the top of Auyantepui.

And what a sight it was. With a total height

of 979m and an uninterrupted drop of 807m,

Angel Falls is a staggering 16 times higher

than Niagara Falls and by far the highest waterfall in the world.

In spite of the disastrous 1937 expedition, Angel continued to

search for the golden tepui until his death in Panama in 1956,

aged 57, following a flying accident.

Even though he never did find the spot where he and McCraken

had landed back in 1921, by locating and giving his name

to the world’s highest waterfall, Jimmy Angel had, arguably,

discovered something far more valuable. A fact not lost on

the man himself.

According to Angel’s last

wishes his ashes were

scattered over the Falls.

In the end he knew only

too well that while his

doomed search for gold

made him famous, his

discovery of Angel Falls

had made him immortal.

Jimmy Angel was a rare

kind of man; pilot,

adventurer, drinker, gold

prospector and legend.

A man who lived life. He

probably drank Chivas

Regal but even if he didn’t,

he certainly lived The

Chivas Life.

For a short time you have

the chance to do, if not

the same as Jimmy Angel,

then something very

close to it. Next time you

take an international

flight look out for the

Chivas Regal ‘Live the Adventure’ displays in duty free stores

in airports around Asia.

When you buy two bottles of Chivas Regal 12 YO from

the participating stores, not only will you receive a free adventure

travel bag, you will also be able to enter the draw to win an

all expenses paid holiday

to Angel Falls in Venezuela.

And just like the story of

Jimmy Angel, that really

would be the adventure

of a lifetime.
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